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SUMMARY
A 7.2 magnitude earthquake struck Central Visayas, Philippines on 8:12 AM 15 October 2013.
Ground shaking resulted in heavy casualties and damage to infrastructure and still linger threatened
by failure-prone hillslopes, debris-filled rivers and collapsing sinkholes.
Quantifying the distribution of seismic-induced ground movement is important not only for
assessing the damage caused by the earthquake but also for guiding local surveyors that the rely on
a stable reference system for conduct of surveys in the area necessary for reconstruction and
rehabilitation. A static GNSS survey was conducted from 10-12 November 2013 to quantify the
displacements. GNSS receivers were occupied previously established High-Ordered reference
points and fixing a relatively stable point.
Subsequently, the GNSS data were analyzed to assess the movement of areas were conducted. The
average horizontal displacement is about 0.5166m+-0.2682m. Maximum displaced 1.169 m
observed while minimum displacement is 0.063. The displacement headed towards southeast
direction with greatest magnitudes computed at the northern and eastern portion of the Island. The
results of the survey may provide key agencies further motivation to review the control points and
conduct the necessary re-observation and re-adjustment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A 7.2 magnitude earthquake struck Central Visayas, Philippines on 8:12 AM 15 October 2013. The
National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (NDRRMC) reported more than 222
deaths, 8 missing persons, more than 976 injured and more than 73,000 structures damaged
including 10 iconic churches in Bohol and Cebu and estimated damage of US$52.06 million
(NDRRMC, 2013).

Figure 1: Photograph of damaged Baclayon Church taken during the conduct of GNSS
survey campaign.

The

earthquake did not only affect the lives and infrastructure (e.g. roads, residential facilities and
utitlities) of those living in the Central Visayas particularly Bohol Island but also its spatial
infrastructure. One important component of this spatial infrastructure is the geodetic control
network of the country. In the Philippines, the National Mapping and Resource Information
Authority (NAMRIA) is the mandated agency to establish and maintain the geodetic control
network in the country.
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Survey is an established technology and methodology
that provide positioning and sensitive enough to measure movement and displacement of land.
The University of the Philippines Department of Geodetic Engineering (UP DGE) supported by the
Department of Science and Technology (DOST) deployed a team of faculty and researchers to
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Bohol Island a month after the event. The team conducted a campaign of static GNSS surveys and
occupied previously established NAMRIA high-ordered control points to quantify and assess the
movement of areas in the island.
2. SIGNIFICANCE
Quantifying the effect of seismic-induced ground movement was seen significant not only for
assessing the physical damage but also to provide key agencies like NAMRIA motivation to review
the stability and usefulness of the geodetic control network and guide local land surveyors that rely
on a stable reference system for the conduct of surveys necessary to provide effective reconstruction
and rehabilitation.
Since the campaign was done only within the Island of Bohol, it is recognized that the survey and
its analysis may not result to the absolute displacement of occupied points but displacements
relative to the control point set as the fixed point within the study area.
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF BOHOL AND THE 2013 BOHOL EARTHQUAKE
The province of Bohol is of composed of 75 islands and is part of the Central Visayas Region. The
main island, the largest island contains Tagbilaran City, the capital of the province located
southwest of the main island. The province is a tourist destination due to the diverse land formation
and natural resources consisting of coral reefs and the hill system known as Chocolate Hills located
near the town of Carmen. About 50% of the main island is covered by limestone.

Figure 2: Map of the Philippines showing topography, bathymetry and major plates and fault
systems (yellow lines) (Galgana, et al., 2007)

In
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terms of geological characteristics, the Bohol island system is located between two opposing trench,
the Manila Trench and the Philippine Sea Plate. It is also located west of the major Philippine fault
system that traverses the major islands of Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao (Galgana, et al., 2007).
In terms of the number of major earthquakes, three are recorded in recent history. These are
earthquakes that occurred in 08 February 1990, 15 October 2013 and 30 March 2015 with
magnitudes 6.8, 7.2 and 4.7 respectively on the Richter scale.

Figure 3: Map showing the epicenter of the 2013 earthquake and affected areas (Wikimedia
Foundation Inc., 2015)
According to the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS) the 2013
earthquake’s epicenter was located at 9o 52’ latitude and 124o 04’ longitude originating 12km deep
from a previously unmapped reverse fault in the main island of Bohol (Anon., 2013).
The effect of the earthquake is characterized as violent to extreme violent with heavy to very heavy
damage. This is coupled with the characteristic of Bohol Island as predominantly limestone material
that produced sinkholes and failure prone hill slopes.
4. GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM (GNSS)
The advantage of the use of GNSS in positioning problem is observed since the country is within
the region where most of existing satellite positioning systems are available. These are
GPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU and QZSS. GPS or the Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging
Global Positioning System (NAVSTAR-GPS) was developed by the United States was the first
fully functional satellite system used for military and commercial uses. GLONASS or GLObal’naya
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Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema was developed and managed by the Russian Space Forces
for the Russian Federation Government. BEIDOU or Beidou Satellite Navigation System (BDS)
formerly COMPASS was developed by the Republic of China. Quazi Zenith Satellite System
(QZSS) is maintained and operated by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).
Differential GNSS technique is the commonly used to obtain high accuracy positioning. Static and
rapid static methods are established methodologies used for geodetic and project control
establishment. These require receivers to be placed on a point for several minutes and epoch rate is
usually set at 15 seconds. Table 1 shows the duration for a static and rapid static surveys. The
output of the process requires post processing to determine the corrected and adjusted positions of
the unknown points.
Table 1. Typical Session Lengths for Static and Rapid Static Surveys (Ghilani & Wolf, 2008)

Analysis of fixed baseline measurement can be used in the analysis of the positional results to
determine displacement. In this method, baseline observations are taken between fixed control
stations and the observation results are compared to the previously established position of the fixed
control stations (Ghilani, 2006).
5. NAMRIA GROUND CONTROL POINTS
The NAMRIA established first, second and third ordered ground control points within the whole
Philippines using GNSS technology. Table 1 shows the standard accuracies adopted by NAMRIA
and local surveyors. Establishment of these control points spanned from the early 1990s to the
recent years. These control points were marked on the ground using standard materials and
dimensions.

Order
First
Second
Third

Relative Error
1 is to 100,000
1 is to 50,000
1 is to 20,000

Linear Error
1 cm per km
2 cm per km
5 cm per km

Table 2: The order and
required accuracy for
horizontal control
establishment (DENR, 2007)
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In the Bohol group of islands, around 140 passive first, second and third ordered control points were
established from different years. Figure 4 shows the plotted control points in the main island of
Bohol.

Figure 4: Map of Bohol Main Island with plotted NAMRIA 1st, 2nd and 3rd Ordered
Ground Control Points

6. ME
THOD
OLOG

Y

Figure 5: Methodology used in the conduct of displacement assessment using GNSS
Reconnaissance and control point recovery was done from 07 to 09 November 2013. From the 140
control points listed in the NAMRIA database, twenty-seven (27) horizontral control points of
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varying orders of accuracies were recovered on the ground. Figure 6 shows a sample recovered
NAMRIA control point during reconnaissance. Figure 7 and Table 3 shows the location and list of
recovered control points in the study area.

Figure 6: Typical NAMRIA ground control point recovered during the conduct of the GNSS
campaign in Bohol.

Figure 7: Map of Bohol with plotted recovered NAMRIA 1st and 2nd Ordered Ground
Control Points and the approximate location of the epicenter of the 2013 earthquake.
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Table 3: List of recovered NAMRIA control points with its geographic position in WGS84 and
order of accuracy.

Static GNSS survey was conducted occupying all the points. The critical task in this activity is the
selection of the reference or fixed point from the list of control points and the logistics which
include the limitation of the number of GNSS receivers, consideration on the available transport
facility and travel time. The control point used as fixed point is BHL-01 located within the small
island south-west of the main island in the Municipality of Davis. From BHL-01, BHL-90 and
BHL-63 were connected and used as the base stations for the rest of the control points. Occupation
time was set at one (1) hour per baseline. Five (5) dual frequency, multi-GNSS receivers were used
in the conduct of the survey consisting of one (1) base receiver and four (4) independent roving
receivers. The GNSS survey campaign was done from 10 to 12 November 2013. Figure 8 shows the
differential static GNSS conducted and the baselines produced from the reference/ base stations.
GNSS post processing using third party processing software was done to process the baselines and
obtain the position of the control points based on the survey and referred from BHL-01. The
computed coordinates in geographic position were projected using the Universal Transverse
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Mercator. Part of the results include the errors in the x and y direction and the baseline length.
Accuracy assessment was done by computing the relative error.
Results were analysed using the method of fixed baseline measurement analysis. Displacements in
terms of x and y component were computed together with the direction.

Figure 8: Differential Static GNSS survey campaign done from 10 to 12 November 2013.
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7. RESULTS
Table 4: Assessment of precision per baseline.

Table 4 shows the assessment of precision done to determine the reliability of the results of the
survey. It can be observed that values obtained are far greater than 1:100,000 which is the accuracy/
precision for First Order Geodetic Control.
Table 5 shows the computed positions of the control points from the observation as compared to the
position based on NAMRIA database. Displacement in the x and y direction was computed by
obtaining the difference between the observed position and NAMRIA data. The direction of the
movement was also obtained by analyzing the signs of the difference. The magnitude of the
displacement varies from point to point but it was observed that the minimum difference is at BHL90 of 0.063 meters and at north-east direction. Maximum displacement was observed at BHL-58 at
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1.169 meters and south-east direction. The average displacement is around 0.517 meters with a
standard deviation of +-0.2682 meters.
Figure 9 shows the plotting of the displacement with direction. From the figure, it can be observed
that greater displacement of the control points is at the north-east portion of the main island with a
magnitude between 0.601 to 0.900 meters and a general direction of south-east. Control points
nearer to the epicenter were observed to have smaller displacement between 0.101 to 0.600 but the
direction greatly varies from each point.
Table 5: Results showing the position of the control points versus position from NAMRIA database
and the computed displacement and direction.
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Figure 9: Plotting of the displacement with direction
Although the elevations of the points in EGM2008 were determined. Analysis of these values were
not included since EGM2008 is not 100% fit with the vertical datum of the country. The
comparison of elevation between the observation and NAMRIA database maybe doubtful.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was observed from the result of the research that all the points moved from 0.06 meters to more
than 1 meter majority of which are in the south-east direction. It can therefore the concluded that the
stability and usefulness of these points as references for geodetic surveys are already compromised.
It is therefore recommended that the mandated agency such as NAMRIA re-occupy these points and
provide an updated solution of position.
However, the movements are based on the initial assumption that BHL-01 is fixed therefore the
computed displacement is relative to this control point. Because of this, movement of BHL-01 was
not measured and assessed. It is recommended that in doing similar activities in the future, selection
of fixed point be done considering the geology and better stability of the location. From Figure 2 it
can be observed that Palawan Island maybe the best location to have surveys referenced from, since
this island is relatively far from the major fault lines in the Philippines.
Finally, since majority of NAMRIA control points are passive control points, it is recommended
that a similar static GNSS campaign be done in the provincial level at least once a year initiated by
NAMRIA with coordination from local surveyors headed by the Geodetic Engineers of the
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Philippines. This may provide historical data regarding movement and magnitude of the movement
using the control points which the agency may not have.
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